DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

CE DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY is hereby responsibility of the Name Grantee/Responsible Party and issued to certify the following equipment:

Client: GOLDEN MOTOR TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
Manufacturer: GOLDEN MOTOR TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
Address: NO.17 CHUANGXIN ROAD LUOYANG INDUSTRIAL PARK LUOYANG TOWN, CHANGZHOU JIANGSU CHINA
Address: NO.17 CHUANGXIN ROAD LUOYANG INDUSTRIAL PARK LUOYANG TOWN, CHANGZHOU JIANGSU CHINA
Product: Golden Motor Electric Bike
Model: JoyEbike, MT-2009, CRUZ2009, Unibike
Trademark: /
Date of issue: Jun. 24, 2009
Test standards: EN 61000-6-1:2007, EN 61000-6-3:2007
This COC is only valid in connection with the test report below:
Report number: SCC(09) -378-10-EMC

Signature: [Signature]
Title: Engineer manager